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“Looping” in Montreal- 3 
times! - Was Not Fun (pp. 240)

while (NOT toward Potsdam){      // ottawa, quebec city, toronto
       panic! go back to downtown montreal;
       try to leave/escape from Montreal;
}
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while Statement

• syntax: while (condition) statement

• where statement can be assignment, 
input/output, function call, another while 
statement, empty statement (;), or a block 
statement ({...}).

• int factorial = 1; int counter = 2; int n; cin>>n;
while (counter <= n){
         factorial *= counter;
         ++counter;
}
cout << “Factorial of “ << n << “ is “ << factorial << endl;

• e.g., factorial (1)=1, factorial(2)=2, factorial(3)=6 ...

• loop entry, loop exit, iteration, loop test, termination condition
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Two Major Types of 
Loops

• Counter-controlled loop, a loop that 
executes a specified number of times.
int count = 1; int sum = 0;
while (count <= 10){
     sum += count; ++count;
}

• Event-controlled loop, a loop that 
terminates when something happens inside the 
loop body to signal that the loop should be exited.
inData >> intVal;
while (inData) {
    cout << intVal << endl;   inData >> intVal;
}
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3 kinds of event-
controlled loops

• sentinel-controlled loop, a loop that uses a 
sentinel or trailer value to signal end of data.
cin >> intVal;                         cin >> intVal;
while (intVal>-1){                  while (intVal>-1){
         // process intVal                cin >> intVal;
         cin >> intVal;                    // process intVal
}                                                }

• end-of-file (EOF) controlled
while (inFile) ...

• flag-controlled (see next slide)
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Flag-controlled loop-
approximate square root

...
float square;  cin >> square;
float guess = square / 4.0;
bool goodEnough = false;
while (!goodEnough){
     guess = (square/guess + guess)/2.0;
     goodEnough = fabs(square-guess*guess)< 0.001;
}
...

Square root of 66.3 is 8.14248.
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Loop task: counting & 
summing

• count = 0;
cin.get(inChar);
while (inChar != ‘.’){
    count++;
    cin.get(inChar);
}

• bool lessThanTen = true;
while (lessThanTen){
     cin >> number;
     if (number % 2 == 1){
         count++; sum = sum + number;
         lessThanTen = count < 10;
   }
}
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Loop task: keeping 
track of previous value 

// count number of “!=” in input file.
... 
inFile.get(prevChar);
inFile.get(currChar);
while (inFile){
     if (currChar == ‘=’ && prevChar == ‘!’)
        count++;
     prevChar = currChar;
     inFile.get(currChar);
}
...

myFile.dat: <= !!! === != ! =   !=
output: 2
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nested loops
cout << “Enter number of stars;” << endl
<< “‘Q’ ends program.” << endl;

cin >> starCount;
while (cin){
    int loopCount = 1;
    while (loopCount <= starCount) {
           cout << ‘*’;
           loopCount++;
     }
    cout << “Enter number of stars;” << endl
    << “‘Q’ ends program.” << endl;
    cin >> starCount;
}
cout << “Goodbye” << endl;
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